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Quick Step - Girl's Flip Flops
Summer’s on its way, so get the kid’s crafting with this great idea to customise basic flip flops in a unique
and stylish way – it’s quick and so simple to do!

Skill level:
Beginner – Help and supervision recommended for young children

You will need:
Pair of basic flip flops
Approx. 20 to 24 multi coloured crafting pipe cleaners (depends on shoe size)
Scissors
Flat-headed screwdriver (optional)
Optional – Trimmings of your choice, such as pompoms, crochet Shisha mirrors, rosettes, button and bows
Hand sewing needle and matching sewing thread, or a glue gun for attaching trimmings

To make:
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1. Start by sorting out your pipe cleaners in the pairs of colours you want to use.

2. Take your first pair of pipe cleaners and slip them under one strap close to the sole, as shown in 2a. Now bend
back the two short ends, so that they sit flat on top of the strap (2b).

3. Start to wrap the long ends of the pipe cleaners around the strap enclosing the short ends snuggly underneath
(3a). Keep wrapping until you run out of pipe cleaner then, bend the two ends so that they lay on top of the strap,
just like at the beginning (3b) – this ensures that you don’t get any sharp ends sticking into your feet!
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4. Take your second pair of pipe cleaners and start the ends, like at the very beginning. You should now have four
ends, sitting on top of the strap.

5. Wind the new pipe cleaners around the strap, enclosing all four ends, snuggly inside, on top of the strap.
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6. Continue following steps 4 and 5, adding more colours, until you have covered both sides of the strap.

7. Using a pair of scissors, or a flat-headed screwdriver (7a), carefully push the two final pipe cleaner ends down
into the hole that the strap comes out of, making sure there are no sharp ends left to stick in your foot (7b).

8. You can either leave you flip flops simple as in our main photo, or embellish them further, by stitching or glueing
on extra trimmings, as you desire… have fun!

Design idea: Lily Dabbous, age 11 / Maker and copy: Jane Bolsover, Craft Consultant of WI


